
EXERCISE  
LICENSES



When we work with partners 
we want to ensure they are at 
the cutting edge of their field 
in order for us to maintain our 
value of high quality training.  

When we sought an authority 
on the topic of outdoor fitness 
training to be part of the Future 
Fit Pro Zone education platform, 
Wild Training’s experience, 
expertise and passion for what 
they do stood out. They walk the 
walk and you can be confident 
you’re learning from the best.

Future Fit Training 

2016 Active Training Awards  
Training Provider of the Year



WILD VALUES
✓	 MAKE IT FUN 
✓	 KEEP IT EFFECTIVE 
✓	 INCLUDE EVERYONE 

Wild Training is outdoor exercise built around proven training concepts that 
deliver real results for everyone in a fun and engaging way.
 
Our progressive programming enables trainers to create a service that gets lots 
of different types of people in to regular training, and most importantly keeps 
them training regularly. Members training regularly and getting great results 
whilst having fun is going to guarantee two things. Awesome member retention 
and a whole lot of referrals.
 
The Wild Training brand and everything we do today was built out of the Wild  
In The Park outdoor exercise service. It’s how we started and it’s in our opinion 
the best way for any fitness professional to build their own successful business.
 
Along with Wild In The Park, our other exercise licenses like BTB Exercise, 
Fit Squared, Urban Strength Training and Wild MMA give trainers the edge  
to compete in an ever growing fitness industry.

Wild Training run 1 day education courses for trainers to learn about our 
different systems from our experienced trainers. After the training courses 
instructors can access online brand new video programs every two months  
and have access to our detailed trainer education videos.
 
The Wild Training exercise licenses are the ultimate solution for any fitness 
professional or gym facility looking to improve their member retention and 
create a more engaging offering. We know that is true because we have been 
using these systems to help achieve success for trainers, fitness studios and 
gyms up and down the country.



The ongoing support that I have received throughout my time at Wild Training has 
been phenomenal. Every single time I have a question/problem/query, I can speak 
to any of the team at Wild Training and they are there almost immediately with a 
response. If I were to go out and work in a gym I would have had to go on countless 
amounts of courses to learn all what I have learned through Wild Training…it would 
have cost me double what I pay in that monthly fee. The team at Wild Training are 
always looking to progress and move my business forward and we are always coming 
up with wicked ideas on how to go about doing that. The work that everyone puts in to 
make sure that you get what you want is incredible. 

The support/belief that 
goes in to things like this 
really gives you the buzz 
to take your business to 
the top and beyond. 

I cannot wait to see what the 
future holds and I know that 
the hard work will never stop, 
not just from me but from 
everyone at Wild. 

Harry Pritchard,  
Wild Trainer



Wild Training has had a huge impact on my life. As a trainer in the early stages 
of his career I knew that I wanted to provide more for my clients, why would I 
want them to sit on a machine? Lesson number one, add value! Yes, get your 
clients where they want to be, achieve their goals, but most importantly improve 
their lifestyle, add something of value and get them where you want them to be! 
Mobility, strength and functionality, three essential values to my training both 
personal and for my clients that Wild has helped shape. 

I have completed my level 3 PT, graduated with a degree in sports science and 
completed various other coaching courses, none have come close to the practical 
educational Wild Training delivers. Yet the support and education continues to 
another level. Lesson 2, get yourself out there! The most knowledgeable PT in the 
world helps nobody if nobody knows who they are! Marketing is essential, Wild 
Training provided the knowledge and resources for me to promote myself. I’m 
now in my first month of full time personal training, through the support Wild has 
provided I’m delighted to say I’m delivering 14 PT hours a week with plans only 
to increase in the coming weeks! The support never stops, for that I’ll always be 
thankful to Wild.

Karl Bailey, Wild Trainer

Walking in to the Wild Training gym I knew it was 
something incredibly exciting and something I wanted 
to be a part of. Wild Training offers something different 
in terms of training and community. The classes and PT 
offered by Wild bring movement based training to people 
in a way other gyms cannot because of the innovative 
equipment and structured programming. Since joining 
Wild Training, I have been able to expand my knowledge 
because of the fantastic training they offer their PTs 
which has included specific training techniques, 
programming and so much more. It’s an incredibly 
exciting opportunity for me to be a part of Wild Training.

Sam Luff, Wild Trainer

I joined Wild Training in 2012 as a client, having trained for a few months it quickly 
became apparent that this was a growing business and a fantastic brand. With 
moral support from the team I got myself qualified and didn’t think twice before 
joining them in bringing our values to our clients. Wild Training is a brand and 
business that focuses on making fitness accessible for all, making it fun and 
ensuring our members stay fit and healthy... whilst maintaining balance! 

Wild is no ordinary fitness company. We run a huge variety of classes but don’t 
have treadmills, cross trainers or pec decks and are proud that we keep our 
members fit and highly motivated using our programmes and one to one sessions 
with our trainers.  What’s great is that there’s a buzz in every class that can’t be 
replicated when in a gym environment - everyone encourages each other no 
matter what their fitness level. 

The fitness industry is a fast moving one, and I firmly believe that what’s on offer 
at Wild training is unique and will become a market leader in the way people train. 
We are constantly training and learning as a team to ensure we are aware of what 
people want and how we can help our clients to achieve their goals.

Cathy Lane, Wild Group Exercise Instructor



When something is fun, people  
want to have a go, and choose to 
keep doing it.
 
It’s easy to make exercise effective 
initially. Keeping the results coming 
takes smart, progressive, varied 
training. Like Wild Training.
 

People that love fitness, love Wild 
Training, but we also have Wild 
Training members that hate gyms, 
hate group classes and generally 
have never enjoyed activity. 

We include everyone. That’s what 
makes Wild Training so special.

AVERAGE NO.  
OF SESSIONS  
MEMBERS ATTEND 
PER WEEK

THE WILD STORY

WE HELP SO MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF PEOPLE

87%  
OF MEMBERS TRAIN  
WITH WILD TRAINING
FOR MORE THAN  
12 MONTHS



 

 

WHAT WE  
DELIVER
• 8 hour education courses for all of our 

exercise licenses 

• Professionally designed click to print 
editable marketing suites for each 
exercise license to give you what you 
need to promote your business 

• Instructor videos that deliver all the 
information instructors need to deliver  
our programs to the highest level. 

• Brand new programming every 2 months. 
This helps keeping members engaged 
and keeps the results incredible, which 
keep referral rates up. 

• Annual training days to bring our network 
of trainers together and build on the most 
exciting community in fitness.

MACE  
PHASE

Leverage exercise  

to build a 

STRONG CORE 

Fluid movements  

to improve  

MUSCLE TONE 

A new style  

of exercise, a  

NEW CHALLENGE

SHAPING  
PHASE

Long time under 

tension to  

TONE MUSCLES 

Short rests to  

BURN FAT 

Big movements to 

BOOST YOUR  

METABOLISM

BURN  
PHASE

Increase oxygen 

threshold to  

BURN FAT 

Improve lactate 

threshold to  

INCREASE  

METABOLISM 

Short sets to  

help maintain 

HIGH INTENSITY

CARDIO 
STRENGTH  

PHASE
Long sets to  

increase your  

OXYGEN BURN 

Develops lean  

muscle to  

EAT CALORIES  

All round  

conditioning for a  

STRONG BODY

TONING  
PHASE

Specific exercises 

to create 

 BEAUTIFUL  
BODIES 

Long time under 

tension to 

 TONE MUSCLES 

Avoid building  

muscle bulk with a 

 LOW VOLUME

MUSCLE 
BUILDING  

PHASE
High volume  

exercise to 

BUILD MASS 

Short rests  

to increase  

MUSCLE  

ACTIVATION 

High fatigue  

workouts to create  

ATHLETIC SHAPES

THE BEST 30 MINUTE  

EXERCISE CLASSES
Location: BURYFIELD RECREATION GROUND

TO BOOK YOUR PLACE TODAY CALL <<NAME>> ON <<TEL NO>>

PARK IN THEPROGRESSIVE GROUP EXERCISE CLASSES TO DEVELOP ALL ASPECTS OF FITNESS

SESSIONS RUNNING  THROUGHOUT THE WEEK... 
NEW CLASSES ADDED ALL THE TIME!

GREAT MISSENDEN 
BURYFIELD RECREATION GROUNDJOHN SMITH  07712 345678 / 0845 123 4567 

JOHN@WILDTRAINING.CO.UK
WILDTRAINING.CO.UK

FIRST CLASS FREE FOR YOU AND A FRIEND

PARK IN THE
PROGRESSIVE GROUP EXERCISE CLASSES TO DEVELOP ALL ASPECTS OF FITNESS

SESSIONS RUNNING  THROUGHOUT THE WEEK... NEW CLASSES ADDED ALL THE TIME!

GREAT MISSENDEN BURYFIELD RECREATION GROUNDJOHN SMITH  07712 345678 / 0845 123 4567 JOHN@WILDTRAINING.CO.UKWILDTRAINING.CO.UK

FIRST CLASS FREE FOR YOU AND A FRIEND

WILDTRAINING.CO.UK 

JOHN
SMITH 

PERSONAL TRAINER

0845 123 4567 

JOHN@WILDTRAINING.CO.UK

GET  SESSION 10 FREE 
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

GET A STAMP  EACH SESSION YOU ATTEND

FREE



TRAINING 
As well as receiving training you will also get access to Wild Training Online to access our 
education and programming licenses, which include:

MMA

WILD
IN THE PARK

CIRCUIT TRAINING REINVENTED 

F IT  SQUARED

#EARN  
 YOUR 
 CLAWS



PROVEN CONCEPT
Wild Training has been built 
by trainers for trainers to be 
successful. Use a tried and 
tested business model to 
reduce your workload and 
increase your success.

AFFORDABLE INVESTMENT 
A low initial set up fee and 
affordable monthly license 
payments means that it’s 
now easy for the right type 
of trainers to have the right 
business opportunity.

WORLD CLASS SUPPORT
“Overwhelming” is a word 
used by nearly every 
personal trainer Wild Training 
have ever worked with when 
it comes to our support and 
development training.

A WILD TRAINING 
FRANCHISE

SIMPLE PROCESS
The process to get started 
with your own Wild Training 
franchise is easy. We will 
assess your suitability and 
then the training, set up and 
marketing can get started.



#LIVEAWILDLIFE 
What do Wild Training members say?

“ My son (12) went for his first “Wild Ninjas” 
class yesterday morning and loved every 
minute of it. It was a really great introduction 
to fitness in a gym environment for him 
with a great instructor. He told me straight 
afterwards that he can’t wait for next week!”

“ Just spent the best 
part of my day at 
the launch event it 
was fantastic. Great 
concept and really 
nice trainers who are 
truly invested in you 
and what you want  
to achieve.” 

“ I have never really had the motivation to get fit or eat 
healthy foods, and didn’t have a very healthy lifestyle 
before. With a holiday a month away I decided I 
wanted to get toned and slimmer. 

I have tried a few quick ways of losing weight in the 
past, such as Weight Watchers and Slim Fast, and 
although some did work, the results didn’t last long. 

I can unquestionably say that training with Wild 
Training resulted in me feeling the best I have ever 
felt and being the most fit and healthy I have ever 
been. It is difficult not to believe in the exercise and 
food programmes Wild Training provides you with, 
because the trainers are so passionate about it, and 
it makes you really want to prove you can do it. I 
realised losing weight wasn’t as difficult as I thought 
and eating healthy foods wasn’t boring, as there was 
so much variety. Once you see the improvements, 
and in the little amount of time I saw them in, it really 
pushes you to continue. 

Now that I fully understand what food types to eat, 
why I should be eating certain foods and how often 
to eat, it has become an easy change in my life  
and I am still regularly following a healthy food 
programme and regularly exercising.”

“ Wild Training is the first training regime I’ve actually stuck with – I’m not sure whether it’s 
the trainers ridiculous enthusiasm for creating fun, yet eye ball popping exercises for us 
to tackle; the fortnightly tweaks and 8 week programme changes that keep us on our 
toes and constantly challenge us. Or, the results that I’ve seen, aesthetically, I’m more 
toned than ever, and performance wise, I’m fitter and stronger than I have been in a long 
while. I really appreciate Wild Training as it provides me with a fun group atmosphere 
and a well-balanced fitness programme that’s value for money.”

Live a Wild life is about never wasting a second, 
in anything we do. When we work, we work 100% 
focused on delivering the best. When we train we push 
100% and hit programming like professional athletes, 
because we are professional trainers, and our health is 
our business. 

It’s also about the fun parts of life. When we are on 
Family time, it’s 100%, not 50% thinking about work and 
looking at emails and 50% on family. 50% isn’t good 
enough for work and it isn’t good enough for your family 
and the people you love. To have a business that gives 
you the flexibility and freedom to live a Wild life is worth 
more than all the money in the world. A great living, that 
you earn in a way that allows you to enjoy living.



CUSTOMER RETENTION 
We have built are business in a credible way, which means if someone trains with 
Wild Training, we sell it as a package that delivers results. The results and the variety 
of programming we deliver means people love the service and never get bored. 

HOW WILD TRAINING REALLY STANDS OUT
More than ever people are aware of the importance of health and fitness. Wild 
Training breaks the mould. We understand the difference between what consumers 
expect and what they need which means our clients value what we deliver above 
any exercise they have done before.

AN EXCITING, TRIED  
& TESTED BUSINESS
FOUNDERS EXPERIENCE 
Since 2007, founder of Wild Training James Griffiths has experienced a lot of what 
the fitness industry has to offer. This experience and his own creativity have helped 
him develop some of the most revolutionary functional training systems in the world 
today. James trains with the Wild Training team relentlessly to ensure the Wild 
Training standard of personal training and group exercise is unbeatable. James 
will not sit still and will always look to improve... everything he is involved with 
whilst pushing the fitness industry and challenging conventional thinking.

“Fitness is like art, and it’s never black and white. Exercise can deliver so
many different things to so many different people. When it’s done right what you 
get is more than better health and a better look. It’s a better quality of life. That’s 
why I love what I do. It’s about creativity and that creativity is endless because 
every single person is working towards an individual goal, from an individual 
starting position. Wild Training will never stop evolving because we are all still 
learning all the time, but that’s what keeps it exciting for me, our trainers and  
our members.”



“ If you want to make first ascents of 
Himalayan mountains, or first descents 
of whitewater rivers, how much you 
can bench press is totally irrelevant; 
you need practical, focused training. 
Wild Training is exactly tailored to 
your needs, punishing, innovative and 
best of all outdoors - for me, it’s the 
perfect physical training regime.” 
 
STEVE BACKSHALL, NATURALIST & ADVENTURER



WE WANT YOU 
TO KNOW WHAT 
DRIVES EVERYONE 
AT WILD TRAINING

THE 4 CLAWS OF 
WILD TRAINING
LOVE 
 Love people, love caring, Love what you do in every moment of your life.  
Then you will love your life.

PASSION 
Passion is an unstoppable energy. Find yours, hold on to it and use it  
every day. Do that and even when any rational person would give up,  
you will be able to keep going.

COURAGE 
 Be fearless. Believe in yourself absolutely. Never stop trying. Never, ever let 
someone else devalue, or try to take your dream away. Remember that the  
people that judge you for trying harder than they try, will be forgotten about.

SPARK 
 The most important bit. Without spark without taking initiative, taking  
something you think about or something you talk about and making it  
something you do, nothing happens. Without spark nothing becomes reality. 
Being first is the easiest way to win - at anything. Don’t watch other people  
win, and do things you thought about doing because you lacked spark.

ATTACK LIFE WITH SPARK EVERY DAY AND MAKE STUFF HAPPEN.  
USE COURAGE AND PASSION TO SEE IT THROUGH, AND ALWAYS USE 
LOVE TO MAKE IT GREAT.

WHAT DRIVES YOU?
USE YOUR CLAWS


